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Existence results are presented for the ‘‘nonresonant’’ singular boundary
 . .  . w x  .  .qvalue problem 1rp py9 9 q mqy s f t, y a.e. on 0, 1 with lim p t y9 t st ª 0
 . 1  ..y 1 s 0. Here we do not assume H dsrp s - ` but only that0
1  .. s  .  . .1r2H 1rp s H p x q x dx ds - `. As a result the appropriate eigenvalue prob-0 0
lem will have a regular endpoint at t s 1 and a singular endpoint of limit circle
type at t s 0. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents existence results for the ‘‘nonresonant’’ singular
boundary value problem
1¡ w xp t y9 t 9 q mq t y t s f t , y t a.e. on 0, 1 .  .  .  .  . .  .
p t .~ 1.1 .
lim p t y9 t s y 1 s 0 .  .  .¢
qtª0
w x where l F m F l on 0, 1 or a more general condition described inmy 1 m
. w xSection 2 with l - m - l on a subset of 0, 1 of positive measure;my 1 m
 . here l , m s 0, 1, . . . is the m q 1 st eigenvalue described in morem
.detail later of
w xLu s lu a.e. on 0, 1
1.2 .lim p t u9 t s u 1 s 0 .  .  . qtª0
 . .where Lu s y 1rpq pu9 9.
Remark. In the above l s y`.y1
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w x 1 .Throughout the paper p g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 together with p ) 0 on
 . w x 1  .  .0, 1 ; also, q is measurable with q ) 0 a.e. on 0, 1 and H p x q x dx -0
1  ..`. We do not assume H dsrp s - `. As a result, in this paper one of0
 .the endpoints t s 1 in 1.2 will be regular and the other t s 0 will be
singular of limit circle type. The literature on nonresonant nonlinear
w x  .problems 6, 7, 9, 11]16, 18 of the form 1.1 is almost totally devoted to
1  ..the case when H dsrp s - `, i.e., when both endpoint are regular.0
w xHowever, recently 2, 4, 10, 17 some results have been obtained for the
1  ..case when H dsrp s s `. We continue these studies and obtain some0
 .general existence results for the nonlinear problem 1.1 , where one
endpoint is regular and the other is singular of limit circle type, using a
w xtechnique initiated by Mawhin and Ward 11, 12 in the early 1980s.
2 w xFor notational purposes let w be a weight function. L 0, 1 denotes thew
1  . <  . < 2 2 w xspace of functions u such that H w t u t dt - `; also, for u, ¨ g L 0, 10 w
1 :  .  . w xdefine u, ¨ s H w t u t ¨ t dt. Let AC 0, 1 be the space of functions .0
w xwhich are absolutely continuous on 0, 1 . We now gather together some
w x  .facts 1, 3, 15, 19 on the singular eigenvalue problem 1.2 . Assume
w x 1p g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 with p ) 0 on 0, 1 1.3 .  .  .
1 w x w xq g L 0, 1 with q ) 0 a.e. on 0, 1 1.4 .p
and
1r2s11
p x q x dx ds - ` 1.5 .  .  .H H /p s .0 0
are satisfied.
 .  .Remarks. i Note that 1.5 implies
2ds1 1
p t q t dt - `; .  .H H /p s .0 t
w xsee 14, 15 for example.
 . w xii Now t s 0 is a singular point in the limit circle case 1, 19 . To
see this we apply Weyl’s theorem so all we need to show is that all
w x 2 w xsolutions of Ly s 0 a.e. on 0, 1 lie in L 0, 1 . Of course any solution ofp q
Ly s 0 is of the form
ds1
y t s A q B . H p s .t
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 .  .where A and B are constants so 1.5 together with remark i implies that
we have the limit circle case.
Let
1
2w x w x w xD L s w g C 0, 1 : w , pw9 g AC 0, 1 with pw9 9 g L 0, 1 .  . p q pq
and lim p t w9 t s w 1 s 0 . .  .  . 5qtª0
w xThen L has a countable number 14, 19 of real eigenvalues l withi
 .corresponding eigenfunctions c g D L . The eigenfunctions c may bei i
chosen so that they form an orthonormal set and we may also arrange the
eigenvalues so that
l - l - l - ??? .0 1 2
Remark. Note that l ) 0.0
2 w xIn addition the set of eigenfunctions c form a basis for L 0, 1 and ifi p q
2 w xh g L 0, 1 then h has a Fourier series representation and h satisfiesp q
Parseval’s equality, i.e.,
` `
1 2 2 : < < < : <h s h , c c and pq h dt s h , c . Hi i i
0is0 is0
w xWe next state an existence principle which was established in 17 . First
w xrecall the following definitions. Now f : 0, 1 = R ª R is said to be a
Caratheodory function if´
 .  .i t ª f t, y is measurable for all y g R and
 .  . w xii y ª f t, y is continuous for a.e. t g 0, 1 .
w x 1We say f : 0, 1 = R ª R is a L -Caratheodory function if´
 . w xi f : 0, 1 = R ª R is a Caratheodory function and´
 . 1w x <  . <  .ii for any r ) 0 there exists h g L 0, 1 such that f y, y F h tr r
w x < <for a.e. t g 0, 1 and for all y F r.
w xIn 17 we established the following result using the Banach contraction
principle.
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 .  .  .THEOREM 1.1. Suppose 1.3 , 1.4 , and 1.5 are satisfied and m is not
 .an eigen¨alue of 1.2 .
 .i Then
1¡ w xpy9 9 q mqy s 0, a.e. on 0, 1 .
p~ 1.6 .lim p t y9 t s 0 .  .
qtª0¢y 0 s a / 0 . 0
w x 1 . X w x has a solution y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 with py g AC 0, 1 . By a solution to1 1
 . w x 1 . w x1.6 we mean a function y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 , py9 g AC 0, 1 which satis-
w x .fies the differential equation a.e. on 0, 1 and the stated initial conditions.
 .ii Then
1¡ w xpy9 9 q mqy s 0, a.e. on 0, 1 .
p~ 1.7 .y 1 s 0 .
lim p t y9 t s 1 .  .¢ ytª1
2 w x  x 1 . X w xhas a solution y g L 0, 1 with y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 and py g AC 0, 1 .2 p q 2 2
We then used Theorem 1.1 and a nonlinear alternative of Leray]
w x w xSchauder type 14 to prove the following existence principle 17 .
w xTHEOREM 1.2. Let f : 0, 1 = R ª R be a Caratheodory function and´
 .  .  .suppose 1.3 , 1.4 , and 1.5 hold. Also assume m is not an eigen¨alue of
 .1.2 and
f t , y t . .
2 2w x w xg L 0, 1 whene¨er y g L 0, 1 .p q p qq t .
Now suppose there is a constant M , independent of l, with0
1r2
1 25 5 < <y s p t q t y t dt F M .  .  .p q H 0 /0
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 2 w x  x 1 .for any solution y here y g L 0, 1 with y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 and py9 gp q
w x.AC 0, 1 to
1¡ w xpy9 9 q mqy s l f t , y a.e. on 0, 1 .  .
p~ 1.9 . l
lim p t y9 t s y 1 s 0 .  .  .¢
qtª0
 .  .for each l g 0, 1 . Then 1.1 has at least one solution.
1w x  .Remark. If 1rp g L 0, 1 then in fact our solution to 1.1 will lie in
w x w xC 0, 1 ; see 14, Chap. 3 .
Finally, in the Introduction we state the following well known compact-
w xness criteria 3, 8 .
 . 2 w xTHEOREM 1.3 Riesz Compactness Criteria . Let M : L 0, 1 . Ifp q
 . 2 w xi M is bounded in L 0, 1 andp q
 . 1  .  . <  .  . < 2ii H p t q t u t q r y u t dt ª 0 as r ª 0, uniformly with re-0
spect to u g M,
2 w xthen M is relati¨ ely compact in L 0, 1 .p q
Remark. Here it is agreed that u g M is extended to an interval
 . w x  . w xc, d > 0, 1 by letting u t s 0 outside 0, 1 .
2. EXISTENCE THEORY
In this section we use Theorem 1.2 to establish some existence results
 .for boundary value problems of the form 1.1 .
w xTHEOREM 2.1. Let f : 0, 1 = R ª R be a Caratheodory function with´
 .  .  .  .1.3 , 1.4 , 1.5 , and 1.8 holding. In addition assume f has the decomposi-
 .  .  .  . w xtion f t, u s g t, u u q g t, u q h t, u where g , g , h: 0, 1 = R ª R1 2 1 2
are Caratheodory functions and´
w xug t , u G 0 for a.e. t g 0, 1 and u g R 2.1 .  .2
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w x w x¡there exist t g C 0, 1 with t t q t F g t , u F 0 for a.e. t g 0, 1 .  .  .1 1 1~ w xand u g R; here m y t t F l on 0, 1 with m y t t - l .  .1 0 1 0¢ w xon a subset of 0, 1 of positi¨ e measure
2.2 .
< < < <g w xh t , u F f t q f t u for a.e. t g 0, 1 with 0 F g - 1 2.3 .  .  .  .1 2
and
1r2¡ ds1 1
p t f t dt - ` and .  .H H1  /p s .0 t~ 2.4 . .gq1 r2ds1 1
p t f t dt - ` .  .H H2¢  /p s .0 t
 .are satisfied. Then 1.1 has at least one solution.
 .  .Proof. Let y be any solution to 1.9 . Multiply 1.9 by ypy andl l
integrate from 0 to 1 to obtain
1 1 12 2 2p y9 y m pqy dt s yl py g t , y dt y l pyg t , y dt .  .  .H H H1 2
0 0 0
1
y l pyh t , y dt. .H
0
 .  .This together with 2.1 and 2.2 implies
1 12 2 < <p y9 y pq m y t t y dt F p yh t , y dt. 2.5 .  .  .  .H H /1
0 0
Let
1 2 2R y s p y9 y pq u y t t y dt . .  .  .H  /1
0
We claim that there exists e ) 0 with
1 1 2 2 22 5 5 5 5R y G e pqy dt q p y9 dt s e y q y9 . 2.6 .  .  . .H H p q p /0 0
 .Note first from 2.2 that
`





 :y s c c and c s y , c . i i i i
is0
 .Also, if R y s 0 then c s 0 for i s 1, 2, . . . . Thus y s c c and soi 0 0
1 2X2 20 s R y s c p c y pq m y t t c dt .  .  .H  /0 0 1 0
0
12 2s c l y m y t t pqc dt. . .H0 0 1 0
0
 .Now 2.2 implies c s 0 and so y s 0.0
 .  4  2 w xIf 2.6 is not true then there exists a sequence y here y g L 0, 1n n p q
 x 1 . X w x.with y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 and py g AC 0, 1 withn n
5 5 2 5 X 5 2y q y s 1 2.8 .p q pn n
and
R y ª 0 as n ª `. 2.9 .  .n
The Riesz compactness criteria together with a standard result in func-
tional analysis if E is a reflexive Banach space then any norm bounded
.sequence in E has a weakly convergent subsequence implies that there is
a subsequence S of integers with
2 w x X 2 w xy ª y in L 0, 1 and y © y9 in L 0, 1 as n ª ` in S ; 2.10 .n p q n p
here © denotes weak convergence.
 .  4 2 w x  .Remarks. i Note y is bounded in L 0, 1 because of 2.8 . Alson p q
 .for r ) 0, Holder’s inequality and 2.8 yield¨
1 2< <p t q t y t q r y y t dt .  .  .  .H n n
0
2 ds1 tqr 1 1 tqr2X Xw xs pq y s ds dt F p y ds pq dt .H H H H Hn n p s .0 t 0 0 t
ds ds1 1 1 1 qF pq dt y pq dt ª 0 as r ª 0H H H Hp s p s .  .0 t 0 tqr
 .by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and 1.5 . Then
 4 2 w xTheorem 1.3 implies that y is relatively compact in L 0, 1 .n p q
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 . 1w xii It is worth noting that if 1rp g L 0, 1 then we may apply the
 .Arzela Ascoli theorem and 2.10 becomes
w x X 2 w xy ª y in C 0, 1 and y © y9 in L 0, 1 as n ª ` in S. 2.10* .n n p
w xNext a standard result in functional analysis 20 yields
1 12 2Xw x w xp y9 dt F lim inf p y dt . 2.11 .H H n
0 0
 .  .  . w xNow 2.9 , 2.10 , 2.11 and the fact that lim inf s q t G lim inf s qn n n
lim inf t for bounded sequences s and t impliesn n n
R y F 0, 2.12 .  .
1 w  .x 2 1 w  .x 2  .since lim inf H pq m y t t y dt s H pq m y t t y dt. Also, 2.7 and0 1 n 0 1
 .  .2.12 imply R y s 0 which implies y s 0. However,
1 12 2X 2 25 5 5 5y q y s R y q pqy dt q pq m y t t y dt ª 0 .  .p q p H Hn n n n 1 n
0 0
as n ª ` in S,
which is impossible.
 .  .Consequently 2.6 is true. This together with 2.5 implies
1 12 2 gq15 5 5 5 < < < <e y q y9 F pf y dt q pf y dt. 2.13 . .p q p H H1 2
0 0
 .Next note that since y 1 s 0 we have from Holder’s inequality that¨
1r21r2 ds1 1 12< < w xy t s y9 s ds F p y9 dt . 2.14 .  .  .H H H /  /p s .t 0 t
Thus we have
1
< < 5 5p t f t y t dt F K y9 2.15 .  .  .  .H p1 1
0
and





K s p t f t dt .  .H H1 1  /p s .0 t
 .gq1 r2ds1 1
and K s p t f t dt. .  .H H2 2  /p s .0 t
 .  .  .Put 2.15 and 2.16 into 2.13 to obtain
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5gq1e y q y9 F K y9 q K y9 . 2.17 . .p q p p p1 2
Thus there exists a constant M, independent of l, with
1 2w xp y9 dt F M . 2.18 .H
0
 .  .Now 2.18 together with 2.14 yields
ds1 1 1 122 w xpqy dt F p y9 dt p t q t dt .  .H H H H p s .0 0 0 t
ds1 1
F M pq dt ' M . 2.19 .H H 0p s .0 t
 .  .Consequently 2.19 together with Theorem 1.2 guarantees that 1.1 has a
solution.
w xTHEOREM 2.2. Let f : 0, 1 = R ª R be a Caratheodory function with´
 .  .  .  .1.3 , 1.4 , 1.5 , and 1.8 holding. In addition assume f has the decomposi-
 .  .  . w xtion f t, u s g t, u u q h t, u where g , h: 0, 1 = R ª R are1 1
Caratheodory functions and´
¡ w xthere exist t , t g C 0, 1 with t t q t F g t , u F t t q t for .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2
w x w xa.e. t g 0, 1 and u g R; here m y t t F l on 0, 1 and .1 m~ w xm y t t G l on 0, 1 together with m y t t - l on a subset of .  .2 my1 1 m
w x w x0, 1 of positi¨ e measure and m y t t ) l on a subset of 0, 1 .2 my1¢ w x w xof positi¨ e measure. Also, t F 0 on 0, 1 and t G 0 on 0, 11 2
2.20 .
 .  .  .holds. Also assume 2.3 and 2.4 are satisfied. Then 1.1 has at least one
solution.
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 . 2 w xProof. Let y be any solution to 1.9 . First note that L 0, 1 s V [l p q
H  4V where V s span c , . . . , c ; here c are as described in Section 2.0 my1 i
Let
my1 `
 :y s u q ¨ with u s c c , ¨ s c c , and c s y , c . i i i i i i
is0 ism
 . HRemarks. i Note that u g V and ¨ g V .
 .ii u s 0 if m s 0.
 .  .Multiply 1.9 by p u y ¨ and integrate from 0 to 1 to obtainl
1 1
y ¨ y u py9 9 q m pqy dt s l p u y ¨ yg t , y dt .  .  .  .H H 1
0 0
1
q l p u y ¨ h t , y dt .  .H
0
and so integration by parts yields
1 2 2 2p ¨ 9 y m pq¨ q l p¨ g t , y dt .  .H 1
0
1 2 2 2y p u9 y m pqu q l pu g t , y dt .  .H 1
0
1
< < < <F p ¨ y u h t , y dt . 2.21 .  .  .H
0
Now
2 2p¨ ymq q lg t , y G p¨ ymq q qt t .  .1 1
2 w xs pq ym q t t ¨ a.e. on 0, 1 . .1
Also,
2 2 w xpu ymq q lg t , y F pq ym q t t u a.e. on 0, 1 . .  .1 2
 .Put these into 2.21 to obtain
1 12 22 2p ¨ 9 y pq m y t ¨ dt y p u9 y pq m y t u dt .  .  .  .H H1 2
0 0
1




1 2 2R* y s p ¨ 9 y pq m y t t ¨ dt .  .  .H  /1
0
1 2 2y p u9 y pq m y t t u dt. .  .H  /2
0
We claim that there exists e ) 0 with
5 5 2 5 5 2R* y G e y q y9 . 2.23 .  . .p q p
 .Note first from 2.20 that
1 12 22 2R* y G p ¨ 9 y l pq¨ dt y p u9 y l pqu dt .  .  . .  .H Hm my1
0 0
` my1
1 11 2 2 2s l y l c pqc dt y l y l c pqc dt .  . H Hi m i i i my1 1 i
0 0ism is0
G 0.
 .Also if R* y s 0 then c s 0 for i s 0, 1, . . . , m y 2, m q 1, m q 2, . . .i
and so y s c c q c c . Thus since u s c c and ¨ s c cmy 1 my1 m m my1 my1 m m
we have
1 2X2 2w x0 s R* y G c p c y pq m y t c dt .  . .Hm m 1 m
0
1 2X2 2w xyc p c y pq m y t c dt . .Hmy 1 my1 2 my1
0
12 2s c l y m y t t pqc dt . .Hm m 1 m
0
12 2qc m y t t y l pqc dt. . .Hmy 1 2 my1 my1
0
 .Hence 2.20 implies c s c s 0 and so y s 0.m my1
 .  4If 2.23 is not true then there exists a sequence y withn
5 5 2 5 X 5 2y q y s 1 2.24 .p q pn n
and
R* y ª 0 as n ª `. 2.25 .  .n
Remark. Note y s u q ¨ where u g V and ¨ g VH .n n n n n
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As in Theorem 2.1 there is a subsequence S of integers with
2 w x X 2 w xy ª y in L 0, 1 and y © y9 in L 0, 1 as n ª ` in S. 2.26 .n p q n p
Also, since strong and weak convergence are the same in finite-dimension-
al spaces we have
X 2 w xu ª u9 in L 0, 1 as n ª ` in S. 2.27 .n p
Note as well that
1 12 2Xw x w xp ¨ 9 dt F lim inf p ¨ dt. 2.28 .H H n
0 0
 .  .  .  .  .Now 2.25 , 2.26 , 2.27 , and 2.28 imply R* y F 0. This implies y s 0.
However,
1 1 22 2X X2 25 5 5 5 w xy q y s R* y q pq ¨ q u dt q 2 p u dt .p q p H Hn n n n n n
0 0
1 2 2q m y t t pq¨ y m y t t pqu dtª0 .  . .H 1 n 2 n
0
as n ª ` in S,
which is impossible.
Remark. For i / j then H1 pqc c dt s 0 implies0 i j
1 1 1X X Xpc c dt s y pc 9c dt s l pqc c dt s 0. .H H Hi j i j i i j
0 0 0
 .  .Consequently 2.23 is true. This together with 2.22 implies
1 12 2 g5 5 5 5 < < < < < <e y q y9 F pf u y ¨ dt q pf u y ¨ y dt. 2.29 . .p q p H H1 2
0 0
 .  .  .Next note that since y 1 s 0 we have u 1 s ¨ 1 s 0 and so Holder’s¨
inequality yields
1r21r2 ds1 1 12< < w x w xu t y ¨ t s ¨ 9 y u9 ds F p ¨ 9 y u9 dt .  . H H H /  /p s .t 0 t
and so
1r2ds1
< < 5 5u t y ¨ t F y9 . 2.30 .  .  .p H /p s .t
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 .This together with 2.29 yields
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5gq1e y q y9 F K y9 q K y9 2.31 . .p q p p p1 2
where
1r2ds1 1
K s p t f t dt .  .H H1 1  /p s .0 t
 .gq1 r2ds1 1
and K s p t f t dt. .  .H H2 2  /p s .0 t
 .Now 2.31 implies that there exists a constant M, independent of l, with
1 2w xp y9 dt F M . 2.32 .H
0
 .Note also that 2.30 implies
ds1 1 1 12 22 5 5w xpqy dt s pq ¨ y u dt F y9 p t q t dt .  .H H pH H p s .0 0 0 t
ds1 1
F M pq dt ' M . 2.33 .H H 0p s .0 t
The result now follows from Theorem 1.2.
We now use the ideas of this paper to establish results for a more
1w xgeneral boundary value problem if 1rp g L 0, 1 i.e., if both endpoints of
 .1.2 are regular. Consider
1¡ w xpy9 9 q mqy s f t , y , py9 a.e. on 0, 1 .  .
p~ 2.34 .y 0 s y 1 s 0 or y 0 s lim p t y9 t s 0 or .  .  .  .  .
ytª1
lim p t y9 t s y 1 s 0. .  .  .¢ qtª0
Remark. It is worth noting that results could also be obtained for
Sturm]Liouville, Neumann, or periodic boundary data.
 .  .For the remainder of this paper assume 1.3 , 1.4 , and
ds1
- ` 2.35 .H p s .0
hold.
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w x 2 1THEOREM 2.3. Let pf : 0, 1 = R ª R be an L -Caratheodory function´
 .  .  .with 1.3 , 1.4 , and 2.35 holding. In addition assume f has the decom-
 .  .  .  .position f t, u, w s g t, u, w u q g t, u, w q h t, u, w where1 2
w x 2 1pg , pg , ph: 0, 1 = R ª R are L -Caratheodory functions and´1 2
< < < <g < <uh t , u , w F f t q f t u q f t w .  .  .  .1 2 3 2.36 . w xfor a.e. t g 0, 1 with 0 F g , u - 1
w x¡ug t , u , w G 0 for a.e. t g 0, 1 and u , w g R with .2
k~ 2.37 .< < < < w xg t , u , w F f t q f t w for a.e. t g 0, 1 and .  .  .2 4 5¢
u in a bounded set ; here 0 F k - 2
¡ 1 w xf , f , f g L 0, 1 with1 2 4 p
1  . .  . 2r 2yu2qu r 2yup t f t dt - ` .  .H~ 3 2.38 .
0
1  . .  . 2r 2yk2qk r 2ykand p t f t dt - ` .  .H¢ 5
0
and
¡ 1 w xthere exist t g L 0, 1 with t t q t F g t , u , w F 0 .  .  .1 p q 1 1
w xfor a.e. t g 0, 1 and u , w g R; here m y t t F l a.e. .1 0~ 2.39 .
w x w xon 0, 1 with m y t t - l on a subset of 0, 1 of .1 0¢positi¨ e measure
 .are satisfied. Then 2.34 has at least one solution.
 w x 1 .Proof. Let y be any solution here y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 with py9 g
w x.AC 0, 1 to
1¡ w xpy9 9 q mqy s l f t , y , py9 a.e. on 0, 1 .  .
p~ 2.40 . ly 0 s y 1 s 0 or y 0 s lim p t y9 t s 0 or .  .  .  .  .
yry1
lim p t y9 t s y 1 s 0 .  .  .¢ qtª0
w xfor 0 - l - 1. From 14, Chap. 3 we must show that there exists a
constant M, independent of l, with
< < < <max sup y t , sup p t y9 t F M . 2.41 .  .  .  . 5
w x  .0, 1 0, 1
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 .Let R y be as in Theorem 2.1. Essentially the same reasoning as that in
  .  ..Theorem 2.1 except 2.10* replaces 2.10 establishes the existence of
constant e with
5 5 2 5 5 2R y G e y q y9 2.42 .  . .p q p
and so
1 12 2 gq15 5 5 5 < < < <e y q y9 F pf y dt q pf y dt .p q p H H1 2
0 0
1 u< < < <q pf y py9 dt. 2.43 .H 3
0
Also, Holder’s inequality implies¨
1r2ds1
< < 5 5y t F y9 2.44 .  .p H /p s .0
w xfor t g 0, 1 . Consequently
1 1
< < < < 5 5pf y dt F sup y t pf dt F N y9 2.45 .  .H H p1 1 1
0 0w x0, 1
1 gq1 gq1< < 5 5pf y dt F N y9 2.46 .H p2 2
0
and
1 u< < < <pf y py9 dtH 3
0
 .2yu r2
1  . .  . 2r 2yu2qu r 2yuu< < 5 5F sup y t y9 p t f t dt .  .  .p H 3 /0w x0, 1
5 5uq1F N y9 2.47 .p3
 .  .  .  .for some constants N , N , and N . Put 2.45 , 2.46 , and 2.47 into 2.431 2 3
and we may deduce that there is a constant M with0
5 5 2 5 5 2y q y9 F M . 2.48 .p q p 0
 .This together with 2.44 implies that there is a constant M with1
< <sup y t F M . 2.49 .  .1
w x0, 1
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 .Now 2.49 together with the differential equation yields
1 1 1
< < < < < <py9 9 dt F m M pq dtqM pq t dt .H H H1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 k< <q pf dt q pf py9 dtH H4 5
0 0
1 1 1 ug < <q pf dt q M pf dt q pf py9 dtH H H1 1 2 3
0 0 0
and now apply Holder’s inequality so we obtain constants E , E , and E¨ 0 1 2
with
1 k u< < 5 5 5 5py9 9 dt F E q E y9 q E y9 .H p p0 1 2
0
F E q E M kr2 q E Mu r2 ' M . 2.50 .0 1 0 2 0 2
w x  .  .Also there exists t g 0, 1 with lim p t y9 t s 0 and this together1 t ª t1
 .with 2.50 yields
t
< < < <p t y9 t F py9 9 ds F M .  .  .H 2
t1
so
< <sup p t y9 t F M . 2.51 .  .  .2
 .0, 1
 .  .The result follows from 2.49 and 2.51 .
 . 2 .  .Remark. It is possible to let k s 2 in 2.37 if p t f t is bounded for5
w xt g 0, 1 .
w x 2 1THEOREM 2.4. Let pf : 0, 1 = R ª R be an L -Caratheodory function´
 .  .  .with 1.3 , 1.4 , and 2.35 holding. In addition assume f has the decomposi-
 .  .  . w x 2tion f t, u, w s g t, u, w u q h t, u, w where pg , ph: 0, 1 = R ª R are1 1
1  .L -Caratheodory functions. Suppose 2.36 is satisfied with´





¡ 1 w xthere exist t , t g L 0, 1 with t t q t F g t , u , w .  .  .1 2 p q 1 1
w xF t t q t for a.e. t g 0, 1 and u , w g R; here m y t t .  .  .2 1
w x w xF l a.e. on 0, 1 and m y t t G l a.e. on 0, 1 .m 2 my1~
w xtogether with m y t t - l on a subset of 0, 1 of positi¨ e .1 m
w xmeasure and m y t t ) l on a subset of 0, 1 of positi¨ e measure. .2 my1¢ w x w xAlso, t F 0 on 0, 1 and t G 0 on 0, 11 2
2.53 .
 .holding. Then 2.34 has at least one solution.
 .  .Proof. Let y be a solution to 2.40 for 0 - l - 1 and let u, ¨ , R* yl
be as in Theorem 2.2. Essentially the same reasoning as that in Theorem
2.2 establishes the existence of a constant e with
1 12 2 g5 5 5 5 < < < < < <e y q y9 F pf u y ¨ dt q pf u y ¨ y dt .p q p H H1 2
0 0
1 u< < < <q pf u y ¨ py9 dt. 2.54 .H 3
0
Note also that Holder’s inequality implies¨
1r21r2 ds1 12< <¨ t y u t F p ¨ 9 y u9 dt .  .  .H H /  /p s .0 0
and so
1r2ds1
< < 5 5¨ t y u t F y9 2.55 .  .  .p H /p s .0
w xfor t g 0, 1 . Essentially the same reasoning as that in Theorem 2.3
establishes the result.
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